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PREFACE -----------------------~-==-------------

This study is intended to demonstrate the effectiveness of many 
policies and measures decrigned to combat terrorism. It ·looks 
at how false perceptions of the threat and regional patterns of 
terrorism have disguised the success of counter-terrorist 
pro~rarosr Individual policies and measures are evaluated based 
on the historical experience of the United States and our 
allies in the battle against terrorism. Some measures are 
sho~~ to have hed little or no effect cn levels of political 
violence, while others have been extremely successful. The 
conclusion suggest a comprehensive program for combatting 
terrorism based on policies with a clear record of success. 

I would like to thank Lt Col James E. ~mith of the ACSC faculty 
and Ms. Jane Gibbish from the Air University Library for their 
assistance with· this project. As my faculty advisor, Lt Col 
Smith's patience and advice helped .immeasureably in putting 
toge·cher the final product. Ms. Gibbish gave her valueable 
time unselfishly, and her excellent bibliography on terrorism 
greatly aided my research efforts. 
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AUTHOR(S) MAJOR DALE C. WATERS, USAF 

TITLE SUCCESSFUL ANTI-TERRORISM POLICIES 

I. Purpose: To determine the 
policies end measures implemented 
terrorist actions. 

effectiveness of various 
to deter and/or preempt 

II. Problem: 'The continuing rise in worldwide t.errorism has 
obscured the success of many counter-terrorist measures. To 
build a comprehensive program to combat terrorism it .is 
essential to cut through the mass of statistics to determine 
which policies have '<larked and which have cle3.rly failed. 

III. D\scussion: To d0termine the effectiveness of 
uounter-terrorist policies it is first necessary to show the 
degree 'co which a handful of trouble spots contribute to the 
perception of runa~'ay terrorism worldwide. The anarchic 
situation it1 Lebanon, and on-aoing insurgent wars in Afric;). and 
South &~~rica are largely responsible for the increase in 
worldwide terrorist activity. In partic~lar, these areas are 
the source of the most violent terrorist acts. This geographic 
influence on overall levels of terrorism obscures the high 
degree of success achieved elsewhere in combatting political 
violence. 

Some anti-terrorist ,polioies have been extren:.aly 
effective. Passivo -3~curity measures, such. as airport 
screcnin[i, bomb detection, and protection of v1l1ne-=-ahlc 
inst.allabionG have all had p0:11itive deterrent valus. Such 
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passive methods have 'worked best when coupled with aggressive 
intelligence and active intervention to complicate the 
terrorist's options and limit their freedom clf action. E:>..'treme 
interventionist options such as rescue attempts' and reprisals 
have been of some value, but the risks of such measures 

. i~dicate the need for maximum care in implementation. 

Attempts to control terrorism through international 
agreements and the international legal system have been a 
dismal failure. Differences in perceptions of national 
interests and the degree of support for the political 
objectives of terrorists have made attempts to build an 
international counter-terrorist fra.\llework impossible. Similar 
differences have limited the effectiveness of political and 
economic sanctions. The US policy of absolutely rejecting 
concessions for hostage situations has proven to be less than 
effective because of inconsistency in application. All of 
these policy options need to be reviewed based on lack of 
proven success. 

IV. Conclusions: A continuing rise in the overall level of 
worldwide terrorism has obscured the success of many 
countermea.sures. An effective program for countering' terrorism 
should expand on those measures that have been successful. 
Areas that have been of limited practical deterrent value, or 
that have had excessive political costs, must be dropped or 
modified. 

V. Recommendations: International agreements on controlling 
terrorism should be continued for their political benefits, but 
with the realization that they have no value as a deterrent. 
Similarly, sanctions should not be considered as a deterrent 
but only as a political statement. Adopt a more flexible 
policy for hostage situations, 'and drop the no-concessions 
policy. Expand efforts in passive security. They have proven 
very effective and new technology offers hope for even better 
systems. Work for increased international intelligence 
cooperation. There is a proven link between counter-terrorist 
intelligence capability and levels of terrorism. Armed 
intervention and reprisal attacks are potent weapons against 
terrorism, ~ut they must be used carefully with a full 
unaersttir.,j iug of the potentiaJ. risks. 
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Chapt.er 1 

INTRODUCTION 

International terrorism has generated a sense of 
hcslplessness among many people and even govGrnmet'lts in the 
~iel3tern dcmooraoieiD. Despite Itll.r~e ID..-psnd1tures on worldwide 
mili~arY foroes and intslligGnce s~rvioaa, the United States 
often appears incapable of countering unpredictable attacks by 
a growing number of hostile organizations and governmentB. 
This sense of helplessness is So matte).'" of false perception 
whioh ignores the suocess of many highly effeotive measures 
employed in the \1~:' ~4ilH.'lt terrorism, Methrn!s for combatting 
terr.ol"i;am havlS ranged. from passive securit.y systems, such as 
those' employed at air terminals. to dramatic military strokes 
and hostage rescues. tnlat i~ missing is direct feedbaok on the 
positive results achieved by these measures. 

This paper will attempt to answer th~ question. To ~hat 
deg~ee have various policies designed to combat terrorism been 
effective? The answer to this question will serve two 
purposes. Firs't, it will refute the perception that 
governmsn:ts are powerless to halt, or even sloW', a risina "tide 
of terrorist attaclr::s. Second, it will provide a fram$work for 
doveloping a comprehensive program of proven counter-terrorist 
methods to deal with the future threat. 

There ~'\re inherent difficulties in attempting to analyze 
a.."lY aspect of t('n-rC'lrism. It is a rhenomenon that functions at 
many levels. Ther psychological, social. political. economic. 
and mili''cary aSDect.s of terrorism are tied toge"char in comple'x 
'>/I'a.ViJ whj.ch inhi'bit clea.r undel;'stfui.ding or simple an sv/ers. 
At-t;empts to evaluate the success of anti-terrori~Jt measurr:m 
rnuGt. not be takon out oj; context. Sti 11, some mea5u£.~es have 
been $('; demonstri3bly SUCCGosful. and others so clea.rly useless, 
that they dQ not totally d~~fy analysis. This evaluat.ion ~'lill J 

focus on specific cOullter-terrorist policies and attemp-t 'co ( 
dcmons'crat.e their overall effectiveness in the war ~qainst 
ter~'ol"'ism. 

In keepiYl[f with the limitations discussed above. this 
paper will evaluate the effectiveness of 00unter-terrorist 
meam.lres by a dual process. Some aspa~'ts of terrorism lend 
themselves to statistical analysis in the sense that the value 
of' specific policie!1 may be meaoured by change3 in the 1e'lle1 of 

1 
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ter~orist violence.· Other cases defy such an evaluation. 
either because of obvious limitations on tho access to 
information, as with clandestine intelligence oper&tions. or 
because relevant data is disguised by shifting patterns of 
terrorist activity. In these casas, the deterrent value of the 
specific measures will be ~ssessed subjectively. This dual 
scrutiny "'ill allow a useful measurem~ntof the long-term 
success or failure of counter-terrorist methods and poli~ies. 

OVERVIEW 

The following overview provides more detailed information 
about the treatment of counter-terrorist methods in each 
chapter of this evaluation. 

CHAPTER 2 _. DEFINITIONS, DATA BASES, AND METHODOLOGY. This 
chapter w~.ll discuss sources and methods. It describes 
problems with ba~ic definitions of terrorism WId data 
collection methods 8.l"1d offers the operational definitions used 
for evaluation. 

CHAPTER;3 TRENDS IN TEP.RORISM: PERCEPTION AND REALITY. 
General trends in terrorism are provided as bacl~round for 
later evaluations- of counter-terrorist methods. The emphasis 
is on problems with perception. International anq domestic 
terrorism are discussed separately. 

CHAPTER 4 - INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS AND GOVERN~iENT POLICIES. 
This chapt~r focuses on attempts to control terrorism through 
international agreement~ and cooperative measures. It 
discus~es international legal measures, United Nations 
sanctions, and other more lirnit~~ regional efforts. 

CHAPTER 5 SECURITY, IN'fELLIGENCE, AND INTERVENTION. The 
succeSG of passive security me a.<.> u res , in·cernatibnal 
intelligence efforts t and armed intervention for hostage r~scue 
is discus ... ed in this cbapter. Most demonstr3.bl~r successful 
counter-terrorist measures fall into these categories. 

CHAp·rER 6 - IiEPRISALS. Isra~l has oonsistently used. a policy 
of reprisal in attempts to counter t.erroriEtt aggression. This 
chapter discL'sses: the legal aspects of reprisals and the 
apparent deterrent value of such a policy, 

CHAPTER 7 CONCLLlSIONS. This chapter sumra8L"i30S the 
effecti veness of the various counter--terr.orist measures Llat 
~lere discussed and offers recoromendat ions for a comprehens i ve 
program to comba.t terrorism in the flxture~. 
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--------~ ----------

Chapter 2-

DEFINITIONS, DATA BASES, AND ~mTHODOLOGY 

Attempts to analyze trends in terrorist activity are 
hampered by problems with definitions and inconsistencies in 
available data bases. Terrorists are patently uncooperative in 
allowing them6elve~ to be measured. counted, or evaluated. Even 
individual terrorist acts are difficult to ~alyze since 
com"9ilation of statistics varies widelY based on differing 
definitions, uses, scope, and levels of analysis for exi~ting 
data bases. The following sections discuss the definitions, data. 
and methods that are used in this paper to evaluate trends in 
terrorism and the effectiveness of anti-terrorist policies. 

DEFINI'rIONS 

The problem ..... ith definitions begins with the nature of 
terrorism. Whether or not W1 action is defined as terrorist 
depends very much on your point of view. The Israeli government, 
which ,,,as formed on the basis of a ter!:'orist ca.mpaign against the 
Brit.ish in Palestine. is quick to apply the label "terrorist" to 
actions taken by -the Palestinians t.o regain their homeland. 
Similarly. Americans did not init.iallY consider aircraft 
hijacking as terrorism when the primary offenders were East 
Eur~p~ans escaping from communism in the 1940s and 1950s. 
Similar definitional problems apply for almost all situations. 
dependil."..g' on the degree to which you approve of the goals of- the 
group carrying out the actions. The definitions listed below are 
generally cons ist-ant with t.hose used by the RMlD Corporation in 
compiling statistics of terrorism. "Te"t'rorism. in the RAND 
Chronology. is defii1:ed by the nature of the .'lct, not by the 
identity of -the perpetrators or the nature,:,f their cause ... 
(1:14-16) 

'fERRORISM "All terrorist acts are crimes murder. 
kidwapping. arson. All involve violence or the threat of 
violence, oi'ten coupled with specific demands. The motives are 
poli tical. The actions are generally carried out in a way that 
will achieve ma."<imum publicity. 8.nd finallY, the ;act is intended 
to produce effects beyond the immediate physical damage." (1:16) 

INTF~~ATIONAL TER~ORISM 
intornational reperoussions . 

"Incident.s that: had clear 
inoiden-t~s in whic~ terrorists 
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went. -abroad to strike their targets, selected victims or targets 
that had connections with a foreign state, or created 
international incidents by attackina air.line passengers, 
P61.-sonnel p or equipmen'i;." (RAlIID Chronology Definition). "this 
definition specifically excludes violence aimed at high officials 
or insti tut;ions wi thin a country as part of internal rivalries or 
revolutions. 

DATA BAS:&:fi 

~cisting data bases on terrorist activity vary considerablY 
in content and accuracy. 'rhey have been compiled by government 
agenoies and private research groups with widely divergent 
purpose~ and goals. The predominant form of the data base is the 
chronology, although some attempts have been made to compile 
trends for diff(n~ent types of terrorist activities. (2:vi)· The 
large variation between existing data bases creates a great 
danger tn meld.ngo "{;.bl;lolut.e "1uPll1ti tat.i ve sta.tements" about 
terrorism. (9:52) To minimize potential inconsistencies. this 
study will generally use data from only a single source for each 
activity that is investigated. 

METHODOLOGY: 

1be primary purpose of this investigation is to evaluate the 
eff~ctiveness of various policies and actions intended to combat 
terrorisM. There are obvious 1 imi tat ions to cd;tempting a stl~ict. 
statistical, "before and aftGr" type approach to t.his problem. 
TI16 effectiveness of any particular counter-terrorist action may 
be obscured by many other significant social. economic. or 
political developments. For example. the value of 5peci~1 
intervention urlits, such as Delta Force. :In reducing the overall 
level of tsrro~ism may be statisticallY irrelevant, but the value 
of f>uch uni'!:;s as a policy alternative in certain hosJeage 
situations is beyond dispute. This paper will evaluate the 
effeotiveness of counter-terroriElt actions by a two-fold 
process: A) Where possible, the evaluation will be based on a 
st./iltistical measurement of change in the level of terrorist 
aotivity. B) In situations where statistical data is 
meru,ingless, the evaluation will consist of a reasoned assessment 
of the valus of tne specific anti-terrorist; measure or policy. 
Bo'th methods will ettenpt to include masor external factors which 
have a bearing on the problem. 

Despic.e some probletl"ls with definiti9ns a....'1d dat:a bases. the 
existing ;nformation on ~errorism can be of considerable value in 
assessing t.rends in terrorist activity. Using the definitions 
and methods discussed above, this paper \,li11 evaluate spocific 
policies eJ:ld met.hcds.designed t.o combat terrorism in light of 
available trend infor6ation. 
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Chapter 3 

TRENDS IN TERRORISM: P~~CEPTION AND REALITY 

Many Americans are alarmed at ''that appears to be a rapidly 
expanding terrorist threat. Nameless masked assassins, 
kidnfiPpers~ w1d hijackers seem to operate with impunity 
tnroughout the world in defiance of established democratic 
governments. To a large degree these perceptions are inva2id. 
'rhis chapter is intended to close the gap between perception 
a.."'ld reality. A realistio assessment of trends '''ill plaoe the 
terrorist threat in perspective and provide background for the 
evalua~c;iol1 of the success of anci-terrorist measures. 

}!ALSE PERCEPT lOti§. 

Cold statistics on the number of terrorist events or 
casua.lties often have litt.le to do ,,?it.h how people pet'caive the 
terror;.st threat. A few spe~ta,cular or newsworth~' events ca.."l 
increase the threat in people's minds far beyond \\1hat is 
statistically relGvant. An historical example occured in 
1972. The actual lavel of terrorism in 1972 was considerablY 
lower than in the years immediately preceeding. but the impact 
of the massacre of Israeli athletes at the Munich Olympics 
increased the threat in the public conciousness. The result. of 
this perception was the decision by many governments to get 
serious about combatting terrorism. (9:51) 

Recently. a small number of terroriat events tha.t turned 
in'ho media spectaculars have had a similar effect on 
perceptions of 'che tet'rQrist threat. In many ways. the war of 
words (not to mention bombs) between Presiden'G Reagan and 
Libya's Khadafi has increased the fear of terrorism in the 
United States beyond what the statistics indicate. 'rhis fear 
was reflected. in the drastic decrease of US tourist! to Europe 
in le8S. (20:59) 

The fear of terrorism defie~ stntistical evidence. 
T",enty-five Americans died at the hands of t.errorists in 1985. 
1'his was the highest total in f:i.ve years, excludin:;t the bombinG 
of the Marine Barracks in Lebanon in 1983: During' this SaD16 

period; -10,000 Americans died every year in automobile 
accidents ~~d 18,000 were murdered. (24:6) The general concern 
about the inabi 1 i ty of the cto\rer.mner!t to des.l ,d th 'Gerrorism 
seems misplaced when balanced f4rainst a lack of simU,ar concern 
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for hifJhwetY eafety or mQre stringent crime prevention. 

The discrepancy between the reality of the terrorist 
threat and the perception of our . inabili'by to deal with 
terrorism disguises the very ranI success of many of our 
policies. The remainder of thi:; chapter investi;:1ates trends in 
terrorism to debunk some of the mist~~en perceptions and to lay 
the groundwork for evaluating \"hat anti-terrorist policies have 
really been effective. 

TRENDS IN INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM 

Much of the cu~rent concern over terrorism is fueled by 
statistics that shm'l increasing numbers of terrol.~ist incidents 
throughout the world. After a level-off in the early 1980s, 
with around 500 incidents per year, there was a sharp increase 
to over 800 incidents in 1985. (See figure 1.) While there is 
certainlY some room for concern over these figures, there is 
danger in using t~em to evaluate the status of our battle 
against world terrorism. There are imr.Jortant trends underly:i.ng 
this overall rise. Shifting patterns in geographic location, 
terrorist organi~ations, and targets reflect the success of 
many anti-terrorist programs and point up challenges .for 
developing programs that will be successful in t~e future. 

One particularly frightening aspect of international 
terrorism is the increase in fatalities and serious injury. 
There were 926 deaths attributed to terrorists in 1985 compared 
to only 20 in 1ge8. (24:4) But even this staggering increase 
tells only part of the story. For example, in 1984 about half 
of the fatalities were caused by only 10 attacks in Asia.. 
southern Africa, and Latin lllllerica, six of them by insurgents. 
"Thus, although more t.han two-thirds of all international 
tl9rJ:'orist incidents recorded for 1984 took place in Nestern 
Europe or the Middle East, the most lethal ones occured in 
A~rica, Asia., cmd Latin America. where there are active 
insuraencies." (23:47) 

t\.nother g-sographic pattern that tends to obscure the true 
ne.ture of tb.~ increas".:! in world terrorism is the situation in 
Lebanon. '1'1'113 weakness of the government, and out.side 
inter ... · ·~rence b~ Syria, Iran, Israel, a.nd the Palestine 
Liberation Orr6anizat.:i.on, has resulted in what amounts to a. 
continuing civ ... l \tar. This wa.r is often fought by 'cerrorism. 
Sinci'; 1982 t~1ere huve been more terrorist incidents in Leb~u)on 
than in any o~h'9r country. The 82 terrorist attacks in Lebanon 
in 1984 ~ade up almost one-six.th of the world total. 
Consistentl~r, the most ser.ious attacks against Americans, 
including bombings. t'lurde:.·, and kidnapping, have occured in 
L,.:::bl."!:llOn. The situation in 'chat country is also reflecte-d in 
the number of incident::;: f)erpetrtlt.ed el:JeVl~1ere in the Middle 
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East ffi1d in EUrope by LebansBe-supported organizations. (23:51) 
Overall, the cont.inuing oyole of genocide a.nd terror in L,abauon 
has contributed heavily to the high level of world terrorism in 
the 1980s. 

~nternational Terrorist Incidents 
1980-1985 

Number of Incidents 
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FIGURE 1 (24:4) 

A widely held perception in the United S~ates is that 
P...merioans are the group most at risk in Europe and the Hiddle~ 
East. Several recent incidents, such as t.he hi,ja.cking of TWA 
Flight 847 and the "Achille Lauro" cruise ship hijacking', have 
fed this idea. Amerioarrs are certainlY a target of some 
terrorist Cl'roups along with citizens of. other Plestern and 
moderate Arab na.tions, ,but thi::; obvious fact obscur:es' the 
relative risk factor reflected by the stati~t.ics. T~1e 25 US 
citizens killed by terrorist. in 1985 w6r:'ffonly a small fraction 
of 926 total deaths -world.vdcie. The geographic focus is 8.1S0 

misplaoed. Latin A~erica remained the highest threat area for 
America.rls in 1985 with 82 attack.s, more thvn any other re:;{i.on. 
(24:3-4) Figure 2 graphically depicts the' l.~elationship of US 
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casualties vs. worldwide casualties for 1980 through 1984. The 
statistics for 1983 reflect the 312 fatalities in the bombing 
Q·f the US Marine barra.oks.:;: in Lebanon. 

-~---------------.--.. - .. Casualties Resulting From US Casualties Resulting From 
International Terrorist International Terrorist 
Incidents. 1980-B4 Illclden~. 1980-84 
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FIGURE 2 
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_Do~mSTIC TERRORISM 

(23:47) 

The arowth of international terrorism in rec0nt years has 
disguised the &;eneral decline in terrorism within the United 
States. ~1hile the number of terrorist attacks against US 
citizens and property has increased to almost one·-third of the 
world total. the rate or domestic terrorism has declined to 
almost negligible levels. At its peak in the 1970s, domestic 
terrorism resulted in over 100 incidents fuioually. In leS5, 
there wer.e only seven total domestic attacks. (12:26) 
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TABLE 1 

Terrc~"ist Incidents in the ,United Sta tes 
1980-1985 

Date Total IncIdents Killed Injured 

1980 29 19 
1981 42 1 4 
198Z 51 7 26 
.1983 31 6 4 
1984 13 0 0 
1985 7 ,.. 

10 , 

(24:6) 

The reasons for the low incidence of domest.io terrorism 
are a combin~tion of fortuitous societal safety valves and a 
very r.tucc0fJsful cOUL"lter-t.erroris'c campaign by la\'1 enforcement 
and government agencies. By some measurements the United 
States is extremely vulnerable. The emphasis on personal 
freedom. that has made t.he countries of Western Europe' a 
favorite targei.; of terrorists also exists in, this country. 
Yet, so far, the United States has escaped a similar campaign 
of terror. SOIDe of the critioal factors in the sucoessful 
battle against domestic terrorism are listed. below. 

POLn'ICAL COHESION 4t _ 

I 

The US political system provides many peaoeful ou'l;let~s for 
poli'cical grievances. The success of these systems over tirne 
has built an intolerance within the populace f.:)r the use of 
violence for domestic political purposes. Elements on the 
extreme poli'cical :L'rin~Ies t~hat might be incJ.~,ned to use 
violEmce are unable to find any base of popular support 
rloClC!t)SSary for a sustained campaign of terror. (11: 31) 

HISTOli'iCAL ANTEClmENTS <r-- =-- .. __._.........--______ _ 

In most other parts of the world, including ~lestern 
Europe, lcng periods of ~utocratic rule generated violent 
trroups in opposition. Thic process created a precedent for 
political violence as an acceptable form of dissent. Many of 
'che active 'I;errorist aroupc{ in Europe today are descended from 
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groups formed in more turbulent times. The United States does 
not share this legacy, and domestic terrorist groups are 
consequently much ",eaker and less well organized. (11: 31) 

INT;1:LLIGENCE OPERATIONS 

The recent decline in domestic terrorism.has coincided 
with a strengthening of intelligence agencies combatting 
terror.ism.. As a reaction to President Nixon's perceived abuse 
of intelligence agencies against political enemies, President 
Carter placed severe limitations on domestic intelligence 
gathering. The Reagan Administration has steadily built an 
intelligence mechanism, with the FBI as the lead agency, which 
has successfully infiltrated and disrupted US terrorist 
organizations. (1:99) According to FBI statistics, 46 members 
from extremist groups ware convicted in 1985. The majority' of 
the&e were members of right-wing fringe elements. The drop in 
domestic terrorism has coincided with these arrests. (11:31) 
The success of US intelligence agencies has also had some 
effect on international terrorists anticipating operations 
within the United States. The following quote is from Oliver 
Revell. the FBI's assistant direct,or for investigations. "The 
United States is a country that is nearly impossible to 
police. On the other h&id, we're mru{ing the United States a 
very difficult target. We have penetrated and prosecuted 
virtually every terr.crist grcup that has operated in the United 
States. That has given rise to (terrorist) concern that we're 
not such en easy target." (12: 26) Mr. Revell's testimony is 
sUbstantia.ted bY' the statis'tics for 1985, when not a .;ingle 
terrorist incident in the US had international connections. 
(12:26) 

Although the current low level of &ctivity within the 
United States reflects the health of our counter-terrorist 
mechanisms, it may only be a matter of time before the country 
is hit by international terrorists. In the mean time, it is 
critical that our gove!'nment attempt to use the solid 
foundation of our domestic program to build .:!l.. more form2.dablr3 
program for fighting terrorism worldwide. 

This discussion of trene~ in international and domestic 
terrorism was provided to lay the groundw'ork for looking at the 
success of specific counter-ter~orist policies. The 
information showing the ?ffect of regional patterns and the 
discrepancy between perceptions and reality was in no way 
intended to trivializc the threat of int~rnational terrorism. 
In perspective, hp",evet~; there has been substa..'1.tial progress in 
fighting terrorism. The reduction of domestic inciden~s to a 
he.ndful per year has been a:- major success. The cho.llenge is to 
determine which counj;ei:'~terrorint policies have 'been successful 
and to exPand our effol:'tt] in tt'wse - areas. The f'olloV'inlY' 
che:.ptcrs reviO\·? the success of sUt"~h policiq;.s .. 
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Chapter 4 

INTERNATIONAL AGP~E~mNTS AND GOVEru~MENT POLICIES 

The United States has. sought to limit the spread of 
terrorism bya variety of political and economic means. 
Attempts to use the intarnational legal system to control 
terrorism or to achieve united aotion by the world community 
have largely bean unsuccessful. Official US policy has been to 
support international ~~ti-terrorist legislation while 
maintaining a tough I no-concessions policy witn individual 
terrorist groups. The fallowing discussion investigates the 
limi tations of working w'i thin the international system end the 
effectiveness of US policy. 

~NTERNATIONAL AGREEMENT~ 

Since World War II there have been many attempts to use 
the ltlterna:b.ional legal system t.o counter the growing terrorist 
threet. The United Nations hag proven to be of negligible 
value in this prooeas. Even mora limited efforts for regional 
ag~cem6nts have failed to provide a useable framework for 
suppressing terrorism. Inherent weaknes~es in the 
international politioal·system leave little hope for useable 
anti-terrorist legislation in the future. A revie,.., of how the 
system has failed will demonstrate these weaknesses. 

UNITED NATIO~~ 

Attempts to use the United Nations to control terrorism 
were doomed ft"om the outset by the deep pol i tical schisms 
between the member nations. In 1972, following the Munich 
massacre, and again in 1977, .the United Nations attempted to 
draft legislation for the general control of terrorism. Each 
time· they failed to reach ~greement because of definitional 
problems. The Unit.ed States a..'1d the Western democra.cies 
sUPPol:ted legislation that attempted to condemn and prosecute 
t~rrorist acts regardless of political motivation. Third World 
countries within the General Assembly consistently blocked such 
l.'rttempts, insisting instead tha-!; c.ny resolution must address 
the causes ru1d grievances of terrorists and ~ttempt to solve 
t.hem.. 'rhe Soviet bloc ~~ouJ.d not support any agreement whiL:h 
aid nO'1:; lC":€£itimiz'e th<~ right of national liberation and 
anti-imp61'ialist movements to use violence in their st.ruggle. 
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No general agreement was; possible. While the United Nations 
did ultimately a.pprove wa'bered-down resolutions to protect 
diplomatic personnel al'ld to limit hostage taking, the wording 
was so vague as to preolude enforcement. (9: 105·-113) 

RE~IONAL AGREEMEN'rS 

The failure of the United Nations led to more limited 
attempts at international agreements against ter:-orism." The 
European Convention on the Suppression of Terrorism and a 
similar agreement by the Orgru'lization of American States are 
noteworthY examples. While ea.ch of these conventions addresses 
a broad range of terrorist acti vi ty and pr~)Vides for 
extradition and prosecution of terrorists, they are notably 
weak in enforcement mechanisms. In each case, the member 
nations are given the right to determine if the agreement 
applies for each incident. Such' flimsy frameworks have been of 
negligible value as deterrents to terrorism. (9:113-115) 

~NTr-HIJACKI~G AGREE~mNT~ 

Several attempts to limit or control aircraft hijacking 
have also had. limited success. The most important of these, 
the 1970 Hague Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful 
Seizure of Aircraft, stated that hijackers should be extradited 
or. in cases. where no bilateral extradition treaty was 
applicable, the hijackers shculd be prosecuted in the country 
where captured. The major fIe,\'i' in. the Hague Convention is tha'l:;. 
the countries that routinely provide asylum. to political 
terrorists never signed the agrsr.::ment. (9: l1!i-116) 

The only international agreement that has worked in 
controlling' hijacking .,.,as the b.il,ateral accord between Cuba and 
the United States in 1973. Both nations had an interest in 
stoppimt what had become a disruptive and potentially dangerous 
series of hijackings. Al though this a.Aifreement has lapsed, both 
na.tions continue t,o a.bide by its prOVls~ons. The drast.ic 
reduction in US hijack.ings can largel~r be atteibuted to this 
agreement. {5:158} 

There appears to be no hope in the forseeable future that 
international ag~eements will have any effect on terrorism. 
The nations of the world simply' do not have enough common 
interests. Since terrorism is essentially a political act, 
there vlill always be some countries that support it. (5:158) 
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FIGURE 3 

SANCTION§, 

(4:39) 

Attempts to use $conomic and political sanctions against 
councries openly supportin.r,r terrorism have largely been 
unsucessful. The same political differences \';hich prevent any 
concrete international agreements also prevent unified actions 
against nations suoh as SYria and Libya. For sanctions to be 
effective, they must seriously affect the economic base of the 
tarctet country. Several attempts by the United States to 
or/Sa.nize effective boycotts. as against Il:'an during the hostage 
crisis end more recently against Libya, 'failed through lack of 
lmitci a.ction. (5:j64) '1'he depend.ence of these states on 
exporting oil makes them potentially vulnerable to such 
sl!;nctions, but not i-'t'ithout broad internat.ional support for the 
boycott. Unilateral . sanctions have proven totalhr 

non-effeotive. (14:39) The value of sanctions, if &1Y, is as a 
pol i tical statement of condemnation. They· may not serious J.y 
hare the t.arget nati6n,- but there is comfort in not aidin:;E them 
to f3uppor't ·cerrorism.-
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PO-CONCESSIONS POLICY 

~he United Sta.tes has had an openly-·declared policy of no 
concessions for terrorists holding hostag'es since the crisis at 
the 11unich 01~rmpics in 1972. This policy contrasts with most 
other count~ies who are willing to negotiate, or who have no 
stated policy. There are strong arguments for and against the 
hard-line the United States has taken. It is impossible to 
measure the deterrent value of the US policy. but a review of 
arguments for both sides will place it in perspective. 

The reasoning behind the policy of no concessions is that 
potential terrorists will not take Americ~~ hostages if they 
know before hand tha'c the United States will not meet their 
demis.nds. Individual hostages must be sacrificed to establish 
the government's credibility and prevent future incidents. On 
the surface this policy makes. sense, although the reality of 
forfeiting lives isa drain on the public conscience. An 
additional benefit to the no-concessions policy is that it can 
be used to shape public opinion ahead of time for the hard 
decisions v/hich n::ust be made in a crlS1S. The national 
leadership is batter able to dea.l with each situation since the 
policy has been stated ahead of time and public opinion is less 
likelY to waver. (6:170) 

While the strength of the no-concessions policy should not 
be underestimated. there are serious problems with the way it 
has 'been applied. By r.ot applying the policy consistent.ly in 
all situations. the US government has undermined its potential 
as a deterren"c. . The policy of no concessions has consistentlY 
been violated, either.directly. as in Iran during the embassy 
hostage crisis, or through intermediaries, such as the release 
of kidnap victims in Lebrulon. On other occasions, the 
no-concessions policy has resulted in the murder of the 
hostages. P~bassador Knox in the Suda.n is one such example. 
(1:107) The US policy has resulted i.n a double standard. vilhan 
US businessmen are kidnapped, overseas, the government in no way 
discourages their companit;;~ from paying ransom. On t~he other 
hand, the United States insists that other countries do not 
concede to terrorist demands when ArneriCfu"l diplomatic personnel 
are h~ld hostage. (1:63) The no-concessions policy has been 
broken so often that it is percieved as unrealistic ruld 
unworl~able. 

Nhile the concept behind the no-conoessions policy appears 
sound. it;. has been an impossible plan to follow consistently. 
In 0116 sense, the Unit;ed States has been follm'ling a flexible 
policy toward h0stage situaticns and would be bet.ter served by 
s~cating so publicly. "There is no logical reason to assume 
t.hat a clear-lY stated but sporadically observed policy is aD.:;'-

bet.ter 'bhan an ambiguou3 or flexible one." (1:110) 
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Attempts to· control terrorism through international 
agreement.s end legal means have been of lit.tle value in 
practical ·terms. The few existing convent.ion~; are plagued by 
le.ck of effective enforcement. Given the abate of the 
international political system. there is little hope for 
improved measures in the future. Even mors modest nt't.empts at 
coopera;!:;ive or unilateral r!l.easures such as sanctions or 
policies of no concessions have proven to be of little value. 
The passive nature of all these programs has left the 
initiative with the terrorists. The key to eff.ective 
caunter~terrorism lies in pursuing more aggressive measures to 
ct~ter or preempt terrorist actioHs. The fallm-fing chapter will 
cb.~ouss . how seourity measures.' effeot! va intel15.genoe. and 
armed intervention can shift some of the initiative to th~ 
government in the war on terrorism . 
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Chapter 5 

SECURITY, INTELLIGENCE, MiD INTERVENTION 

The failure to control terrorism through the international 
legal system has led to the development of more active 
counter-terrorist programs in m~~ countries. In~reaseci 
ampbasis on security, intelligence, wid active int6t~ention has 
created a much mor~ hostile environment faT the potential 
terrorist. In addition to protecting obvious targets, these 
measures are desi~~ed to keep the enemy guessing and hinder his 
initiative. This chapter will tnvestiga:ta some of th'3 more 
active counter-terrorist programs and evaluate the potential 
for e}."Panditllt those that have been most effective. 

Passive security maasures are inherently limited in their 
ability to prevent terrorism. .l~ is im.possible to adequ.ately 
shield all potml'tial targets. As 10l1iZ as US citizens travel 
freely thl"'oughou'l; the ""orld. they will remain vulnerablec.o 
attack. Ho· .... eV6l". security measures have proven effective in 
limiting terrorism against some previously lu.crative terrorist 
targets. Three such programs, airport S69urity, bomb 
detection. and embassy security. are worth a closer look. 

AIRPORT SECURITY 

In many ways. airliners and airport facilitieB are the 
ul timate t.errorist. taras·c. Air travel is a symbol of power, 
wealth. and progress, and the major carriers often represent 
nationa.l prest.ig'e. An aircraft in f1 ifJht is extremely 
vulne~able, and even airpcrts are lucrative targets. The 
tra."lsnational nature of air travel guararl'cees an international 
audience for hijackings, bombit~gs, and armed attacks. Attempts 
to protect airports and aircraft from terrorism have met with 
varying degrees of success: 

. A rash of SUCCessful hi je.ckin~s in the late 19609 led to 
goV'ernment. attempts-to counter this dangercus trend. In the 
United States the Federal Aviation Administration was directed 
by Congress in 196.9- -to irtsti tute measures . to prevent 
l:djackinSfs. Early coUn:cermeasure:;; focused .. on using behavior'll 
profiles ~GO idl.'}ntify potential hijackers ah.d on armed sky 
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marshalls for intervention in flight. These efforts were 
discontinued in the US because of limited utility and growing 
concern about the dangers of inflight gun battles. It should 
be noted, however, that both met.hods· are still used by other 
countries including Israel with some success. In the United 
States the emphasis shifted to preflight screenipg with metal 
detection equipment. Today this method has been -instituted at 
most major airpo~ts throughout the world and has been very 
successful in limiting airc:t"af't hijackings. ·From January .1976 
to June 1978, the FAA reported the detection of 6,905 firearms 
during pr'eflight screening. At least 12 of these incidents 
were confirmed as hijacking attempts. (8:25-26) Since these 
measures were institut~d worldwide, the number of aircraft 
hijackings has decrease~ significantly while the overall level 
of terrorism continued to rise. (See Figure 4. ) 

Hijaching Attempts on U.S. And Foreign AiYc3'B"r* 
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The success in combatting hijacking::; ha.s unfortunately not 
been matched in preventing incidents involving explosives. The 
technology for detecting explosives. especially in baggage, has 
legged behind. Most airports still UGe dogs for screenin~ 
baggw~e; end this sysi't~eiTI has proven costly and cumbersome. The 
fai lure to ins'Gitute ef::ecti va explos lye-detection methods has 
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resulted in a. seriO\.t~; threa.t to civil avia.tion. (8:26) Since 
1973, the most sa~ious incidents involving aircraft have 
involved inflight bombs. (See Table 2. ) Fortunately. 
technology in explozive deteotion is advancitut at. a rapid 
pace. Newer systems are able to detect exPlosives in luggage 
a.s they pass through an ion capture device. The first such 
commercial device was made availa.ble in Britain in June. 1986. 
(13:50) Widespr~ad use of such equipment may prove as effective 
as weapons screening in the near future. 

GAll • 
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7120113 
12117173 
212017<1 
9111174 
9115174 
613/75 
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1/1/76 
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'SIGNIRCiUirr WORff..!JWiDE CRIMIMA!. Aero 
AGAINST AIRCRAFT i!!T.I-PRESENT" 

mf.ltlElH ~ 
AfROfLOT HUACI(IIlG-EXl'tOSIOI'I 2 ~AO 
JAPAn AIRlI:>Il:S HIJACKING-EXPlOSKm 1 DEAD. 1 1I'I./t).,I1EO 
PA~ AM GROlJt4~ IITUC~ 30 DUO, 2B INJUl\!tl 
~~ VtETFI~ti HlJACl(lfflt-EXPlOsum 3 DtAD. 6 IIIJU!lEO 
TWA EXPlOS:O;j _____________ 110 OEI.O 
AIR VU:T1U.~ EXPlOSION 10 DEAD 
rnlUl"l'lr-i~S A~r .. £s UFLOS!ON 1 DEAD, 45 ~!il£O 
MALEY HuiiGMIAN AIRLINES EXPlOSION 64 OEAO • 
~iJU EAST AIRLIflES EXPlOSlO/l S2 OEAll 
I'llP.Ii'P1lifS AUlllflES HUACKING-EXPlIlSION 13 OEM, 14 III!.JIJgm 
Mioeu EAST hJ:lllN£S GR!lUtlO A TT ACI( ROCKET 1 OCAO. 2 mJUll~O 
EASTERI'! "'RlIIiES EXPlOSIO'J 1 IIlJUflEO 
CUllANA AIF.lII'IES OPlOS/OFl i3 Dt.1J.l 
AIR OJISOUTI GRDUN!) II TUel( 2 DEAD, 2 L"4Jlhiill 
r.1JU,AYSIAft Alilllt~ES HUACKING-CRASHED • 93 OEII!) 
l'HlU?l'l~fS AIRLINES EXPlOSIOII 1 CEAD. 3 IIUUll~O 
Alf! RHOOfSlA G~OUr;O'~1R MISSilE ATTACK 46 Of!.o 
Alii RHODESIA GROUNOIAIR MISSILE ATTACK 59 DEAO 
Ir.OIAII AIRU"ES E)',PlOSlor~ 6 I~UREil 
AMERICAH AlP-LIlIES EWlOSlml I} IIIJUAEO 
Uf~TEO MRlIP;ES EXPLOSION 2 IIOURED 
aiR MALTA EXPlOSION 20EAO. B ItlJUREO 
AEnOWCA EXPlOSIOf{ ~ INJURED 
P!f4 AM EXPLOSION 1 DEAD. 20 I~URED 
~OIlfAN AL"llIf,E SHOT DOWN 2t!l 000 
GtJtf AlP. EXl'tOSlO,~ J12 000 
AIR FR.1.Na: £XPtOSION 0 I~ 
UU:OO Dl:S TlWlSI'ORT I\JTAJ EXP1.(lS!ON 24 UUJl>1-.Jl 

CAWAl TY SUMM,\RY 
U.s. 

otA!l 
118 

1015 

IfUJRl'O 
51 

16'3 

----------------~------~.~ 
TABLE 2 

,E..>OHl} DETECTION 

(4:41) 

Explosives are' -th~, terrorist's favorite wea.pon. Bombs 
have been used in the majority of terrorist incidents and haYe 
caused the most casualties. They have., the pot~ential for 
d(wast.ating efi~ec·t; with little risk 'co t.he terror.ist. (18: 15) 
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Considering the elusive nature of the crime. there is no way to 
eradicate it entirely, but there have been some successes in 
limitil'lg its effect. Education on the bomb threat has had some 
posi'!:;i va l-esul ts. Lett;eI' bombing reached. its i;leel< with over 
300 inoidents j.n 1972 largely due -co an Irish Republic&o Army 
campaign in Britain. 'fhe British government countered with an 
effective education program on how to recognize letter bombs 
and act·ions to diffuse them. (10: 30) By 1974 the incidence of, 
letter bombing had fallen to current levels of a few dozen per 
year worldwida~ 

The development of new e);.-plosives detection -technology may 
have soma positive effects in the long term. as discussed above 
in' relation to airport security measures. These technologi'es 
will be particularly helpful in protecting high-risk areas such 
as airports and government buildings. The threat of terrorist 
bombings. howZtver. will, remain high despi t"e education efforts 
and technological developments. Such passive measures must be 
coupled with aggressive intelligence efforts and active' 
pressure on terrorists groups to have any appreciable effect.. 

EMBASSY SECURITY 

The number one US t.arget for international terrorists has 
been embassy property and diplomatic personnel. In the wa.l<s of 
the Iranian hostage crisis, the United Sta"tes moved to increase 
the securit.y at diploma.tic missions worldwide. Since 1981 
Congress has spent 1.4 billion dollars to make the missions 
more secur.e. (22:3) During this time attacks against embassy 
property have continued unabated. Although some progress has 
been achieved in protecting against the major threat of suicide 
bombings, a SUbstantial threat still exists. Recognizing this 
situation, Congres~ allocated 4.4 billion dollars for enhanced 
security in 1985. (19:21-25) While the need to protect our 

'diplomatic personnel is unquestioned, the utility of such 
large-scale expenditures is of marginal value in deterring 
terrorism. Embassy officials must opel'ate outside their 
compmmds to effectively carry out (lS policy and will continue 
to be vulnerable to terrorist attacks. 

On the whole, passive Security measures have substantially 
contributed. to controlUng terrorism. Nhen employed correctly, 
these measures can act as a deterrent .. and force even 'the most 
determined terrorist to' consider less lucrative targets or 
methods. S'C111. all security systems are by nature pass i ve and 
leave the initiative with the terr~rist. A successful 
counter--terroris't program must include ac'ti va measures ·that 
place direct pressure on the terrorist organization. A 
prerequisite for all such active programs is effectiv"e 
tn tell i[{ence. 
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INTELLIGENCIi 

Pi sound intelligence program provides necessary 
infor-ms:bion 'co actively combat terrorism. The biggest 
adva.r:ttage of the terrorist is that he chooses the time and 
place of his attaok, Only effective intelligence can limit his 
initiative and place him on the defensive. It is impossible to 
assess the ti'ue value of counter-terrorist in·telligence since 
there is 1 i ttle informa·tion on successful operations. but a 
general discussion of the development and future of such 
intelligence is' necessary. 

In a free society there is always a conflict between the 
need for intelligence gatherin~ and the rights of the 
individual. The United' States has had some problems with 
striking the proper balance in these conflicting needs. The 
dangel~ of over--restricting intel.1igence gathering' was amply 
demonstrated by the high levels of domestic terrorism which 
corresponded to the limitations placed on US intelligence 
agenoies in the late 1970s. It can be ar~ued that the Reagan 
Administration has reestablished the proper balance. and the 
result has been an effective curb on domestic terrorist 
organizations. (See "Domestic Terrorism," Chapter 3.) 

Several other countries have made great strides in 
developing intelligence ne't"''lorks to combat terrorism. West 
Germany has had great success in controlling their substantial 
internal threat by the development of a national police force 
tha.t cooperates wj.th regional authori"t~ies to apprehend and 
infiltrate terrorist organizations. The extensive German 
intelligence network, and especially their computeriz~ data 
system. "is now regarded as Nestern Europe's primary defense 
against international terrorism." (1:100) The Israelis have 
established an even more aggressive role for their 
counter-terrorist. intelligence orga.nization. the Massad. Since 
the massacre of Israeli athletes at the 1972 Olympics, the 
Mossad has successfully tracked dOVffi and killed the leaders of 
that terrorist operation. ~'1hile recognizing the deterrent 
value of such a program, it has inherent risks which limit its 
utili ty for the United States. In one case, the Mossad 
misidentified their target and killed the v/rong' man. Five 
Mossad agents are jailed in Norway for that incident, a..l'ld it is 
doubtful America..1'l public opinion vlOuld make such a program 
practical for the United States. (5:162-163) 

Given the increasingly internatlonal nature of terrorism, 
the need for an effective exchange of intelligence information 
is paramount. Unfortunately, there has been little progress in 
this area.. No existing mechanism is capable of dealing with 
this need. The International Criminal Pol ice Orge.nisa.tion 
(Interpol) is specifica.lly forbidden from actively collecting 
intelligence Ofl terrorist S"roup~. ~~lthoLHtih the CC1..1ot;ries of 
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~i Western Europe and the United States have mode some progress in 
! sharing oouuter-terrorist intelligence. most of these channels 

,~ are ~till informal. (7:80-81) Timely intelligenoe will remain 
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the first line of dexense against terrorism. and a permanent 
structure for the dissemination of information would help 
bolster this defense. 

!NTERVEN'rION 

One of t.he most suocessful measur(~s in the war against 
terrorism has been the ~evelopment of special police and 
military units trained to forcefully intervene in hostage 
situations. Many governments formed such units as part of the 
get-tough policy adopted after the Munich Olympics incident in 
1~72. The employment of specially-trained forces to release 
hostages has resulted in ~ever~l spectacular successes a~d a 
few dismal failures. The following review of armed 
intervention will demonstrate its value as a potent 
oounter-terrorist weapon. 

, Hostage truting is a potentiallY lucrative enterprise for 
terrorist organizations. They are almost guaranteed extensive 
media coverage. In the short term. hostage incidents have 
proven va.luable in releasing jailed comrades and obtaining 
funds for terrorist enterprises. MfuiY governments, including 
the United States. have refused to make concessions to 
terrorists holding hostages in the belief that giving in to 
their demands wUI encourage even more such incidents in the 
future. The only alternative to sacrificing hostages in these 
situations is to attempt their rescue. The risks are high, but 
a number of successful operations have proven the value 'of 
intrt'vention in some situations. 

'l'he most celebrated hostage re:;;cue operations have been 
carried out by the Israelis and the West Germans. In 1976 the 
Israeli General Intelligence and Reconnaissance Unit 269 
successfully released 103 hostages from Palestinian terrorists 
at Entebbe, Uganda. One Israeli soldier was killed along' with 
several ci vllians, but~ seven of ten terrorists and several 
do~en Ugandan soldier~ also died. More importantly, this raid 
demonstrated to terrorists that taking hostages carries risk~. 
(5: 1 T1-178) 'rho Hest Germans carried out; a similarly successful 
operation in 1977. Following their bungling of the operation 
in Munich in 1972, Nest Germany developed, Border Protection 
Grout' Nine (liSa 9) to handle hostage situCitions. 'I'his was the 
unit employed in Somalia in' 1977. With the permission of the 
Somalian government. GSG 9 rescued the passengers and crew of a 
Lufthansa 727 aircraft that had been hijacked to Somalia. In a 
lif~htnincI· o.t.tack they killed or wounded allot' t.he ·terror'~·ts 
wit.hout a single other casualty. (5: 179-181) rl'he sueCE)' 'f 
these commeu,do units spa\iu.ed a host of imi tat:ors I 
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United. States Delta If'orce. Altogother. 14 different countries 
maintain fo~ces for. armed intervention, forming a potent 
deterrent to potential hostage takers. (8:34) 

All hostage rescue attempts have not been successful. and 
the cost of failure is often very high. In 1976 an Egyptian 
unit attempted to assault an airliner at Larnaca. Cyprus. The 
aircraft was carl.·ying two Palestinian terrorists attempting' to 
fly to safety after murdering an Egyptian newspaper editor. The 
Eg'yptians carried outtha attack without the permission of the 
Cypriot government. resulting in a gunbattle with Cypriot 
forces surrounding the aircraft~ Fifteen Egyptie.n commandos 
died and their C-130 assault aircra.ft was totallY destroyed. 
(5:182-163) The failure of the US attempt to rescue American 
hostages in Iran is an additional example of the difficulty and 
risks of such an operation. The mechanical failure of several 
helicopters and an unanticipated dust storm E!lssentially doomed. 
the rescue attempt before thl~ US forces even approached their 
objective. The 10S6 of American lives and the political costs 
inrerent in such a failure indicate the need for care in 
deciding to attempt intervention. (5:187-195) 

Well-trained, professional units designed to militarily 
ir.: .arvana in hostage situations have considerablY complicat.ed 
ttv tarrot"istls problem. Hostage taking, while lucrative to 
th~ terrorist. cause. ~s not d simple operation, and 
counter-terrorist units have made it even more difficult. Even 
when they are not employed. they place douht in the mind of the 
terrorist, and that is a large part of their deterrent value. 
Such units are not the a."lswer to all hostage situations. but 
they are a potent weapon in the free \tior: ld ' 6 arsenal. 

The coordinated efforts of improved security measures, 
timely intelligence, and the proven ability of special 
counter-terrorist units have made great strides in combatting 
international tet'rorism. Improved t~chnology. better 
intelligence oooperatiotl. and the maturing' of specia.l 
operations units should make the terrorist's job more difficult 
in the future. The employment of passive seourity measures and 
aggressive offensive counter-terrorist sffot'ts have proven far 
more effective than international agreeme~ts or treaties in the 
war . against terrorism. The folloVlir.g chapter investigates an 
extreme form of intervention, military reprisals against groups 
supporting or harboring terrorists. 
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Chapter 6 

REPRISALS 

The- deterrent value of reprisal attacks against oountries 
or populations harboring terro.rists- is diffioult to assess. 
Israel has practiced a pol icy of reprisal for terrorist attacl:;s 
for m&lY- yeers~ and the 1988 attaok by US warplanes on Libya 
threatens to wid~n the trend. The use of reprisals as a weapon 
against terrorism hinges on two questions: Are reprisals 
legal? And are they an effective_deterrent? 

LEGALITY 

The right of reprisal is aooepted within international law 
to redr.ess illegal aots by one state against another. The 
legality of the act is dependent on three faotors. "Reprisals, 
in order to be legitimate, must have been (1) precipitated by 
an illegal act on the part of the offending state, (2) 
preceeded by an unsatisfied demand for peaceful redress of the 
injury, and (3) in proportion to the iui-cial action." (5:172) 
According to this interpretation, a state actively supporting 
illegal terrorist acts or openly harboring terrorists could be 
subjec-c to reprisalu. Reprisals may be a legally-aocepted 
means of countering torrorism. but only within st~ict 
guidelines which insure that they are not used indfscriminately 
or in a mannel," which is out of proportion to tha grievance. 

DETERRENT VALUE 

There is no body of evidence to prove that reprisals have 
been effective in deterring terrorism. Some studies of the use 
of collective punishmen-ts against population.s supporting 
terrorists indicate that reprisals do reduce violence, but only 
the first time they are used. Subsequent measures reverse this 
trend end increase support for terrorism. (3:59) The Israeli 
experience has largely reinforced t.his evaluation. Israeli 
reprisals have generally led to a reduction in terrorist 
aeti vi ty for periods of up to a month, follm{ed by a resumption 
of violeboe at pre-reprisal levels. (1:88) The lonr!-t,erm 
deterrent value of reprisals, particularly indiscriminate 
attacks, ~ppears to be minimal. 
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The US attack on Libya in April 1986 may have demonstrated 
an effective use of reprisals despite the evidence provided 
above. AHihough all the effects have not been tallied, it 
appears that this attack has had several positive results. 
~\\hile it certainlY did. not. elimina"l:~e the terrorist threat, 
there has beau no evidence of the predicted backlash. In fact. 
through August of 1986, terrorist attacks against Americans, 
and Middle East terrorism in general, were lower than for 
recent years. (15: 1) ~'lhile voicing concern over the escalation 
of violence. the countries of Nestern Europe have finally taken 
soma positive measures against Libya. Over 100 Libyan 
diplomats were exPelled from Europe, and countrios such as 
Italy have taken steps to shift their oil pur'chases to Nigeria, 
lessening their ties to Libya. (17:6) The equation has 
changed. No longer can countries openly support terrorism 
without fear of reprisal. According to CIA director, Willaim 
CaseY, the Americfu~ ra1Q demonstrated that deterrence can 
operate at all levels of oonflict. Libya's President ~_~adaffi 
had been defiant in his support of terrorism as a 
low-costilow-risk policy. By making such a policy 
high-cost/high risk, the Libyan raid passed a clear message to 
Khada!!i and resulted in at least a temporary reduction in his 
active support of terrorist atrocities. (16:75) 

Overall. a policy of reprisal is of questiona.ble value in 
countering terrorism. The non-discriminating nature of such 
attacks mru<e them far less desirable than measures which hit 
directly at the terrClrist. In limited. cases, as with the Libya 
raid. where state-sponsored terrorism is blatant, and where 
care is taken to use force only ~ainst the mechanisms of state 
support, there may be some beneficial results. Reprisals 
should not be ruled out altogether, because the deterrent value 
1ios with the perception t.hat they might i..lsed. against states 
supporting terrorism. However, such attacks, must be made only 
in special circumstances and within very stringent guidelines. 
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.. Che.pter 7 

CONCLUSIONS 

Tha ba:t;tle against terrorism h~ no"c hopeless. Many 
counter-terrorist policies have been h~~~Jy successful,. and a 

. comprehensive program to expand and imy- r: iY:f) these mea..su!.~es w.UI 
help control terrorism in the future. 1'h:ls final chapter w-1l1 
review the effectiveness of various counter-tart-orist policies 
and' offer recommendations for how they should be employed. 

Clearly. perceptions of the threat from terrorism are 
greatly exaggerated. Trend information indicating increased 
terrorism and levels of violence disguises some important 
geographic and cultura.l patterns. The anarchic situation in 
Lebanon and continulng insurgent wars in Africa and Latin 
A~G~ioa are responsible for a disproportionate number of the 
most violent incidents and tend to hide the success of programs 
in ot;.her partn of the world.. It is critical to keep this 
perspective sc that responses can be kept in line with the real 
importance of the threat. 

International agreements and the internatirmal legal 
system have limited valua in combating terrorism. Btill, it is 
important to keep working for such agreements 'because of their 
political utility in marshalling cooperation in other, more 
concrete areas. The United Nations has not been a useful forum 
for developing effective and enforceable agr.eements against 
terrorism. Future efforts should concentrate on more limited 
contracts with countries who share our deteroination to combat 
terrorist violence. 

The greatest successes in the war against terrorism have 
been in security, intelli(?:ence, and intervention. Effective 
security measures have considerably reduced the risk to 
formerly lucrative terrorist;, targets like air travel and 
embas·sies. Aggressive intelligence efforts have enhanced the 
ability of security forces to prevent or preempt terrorist 
8.tt~.cks and to pIece severe limitations on the freedom of 
action of terrorist orl1anizations. The threat of intervention 
by highly-tr0..ined comman~o forces is a 18.st~ resort which can 
auara.l"'ltee tha:t terrorist demands are not. met. A comprehensive 
nationa.l pro§tra.Dl involving all of these measures con-cinues to 
form our most effec~ivc deterrent ~gainst political violence. 
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There is no hard evidence that a policy of reprisal is 
effective in combatting terrorism. The deterrent effects 
appear to be short-term, and repeated reprisals appear to 
exacerbate political differences. Sti).l, the US raid aga.inst 
Libya demostrated that reprisals are at least partially 
effective if used within narrow constraints and to counter 
well-dooumented grievances. 

BECOMMENDATIONS" 

Continue political efforts to develop comprehensive 
international ~reements on the control of terrorism. Such 
efforts have proven to be of little value as a deterrent but 
are valuable in demonstrating national commitment. ~fuerever 
possible. encourage even limited agreements with countries that 
share a desire to stop terrorist violence to lay the foundation 
for more concrete coopera.ti va eff"orts. 

Limit the use of economic and political sanctions against 
countries supporting terrorism. Unilateral sanctions simply do 
not work a~ a deterrent. ru1d gaining the level of cooperation 
required for international sanotions is poli tically 
unfeasable. Sanctions may be of limited political value. to 
show th~t we will not aid our enemies, but their deterrent 
value is negligible. 

Adopt a more flexible national policy for dealing with 
hostage situatio~~. The "no-concessions" policy has proven to 
be unworkable in practice and leads to considerable confusion 
and loss 01': face. Maintai:l. a hard line against routinely 
giving in to conoessions, but leave all options open. 

Work for even more effective pass iva securi t:y- measures. 
There is a desperate need for advam::ed technology e).-plos i ves 
detectors to counter the rising t"ide of terrorist bombings. 
Enhance security by intensive edq.cation "efforts for personnel 
wOI."king' in high ·threat ax:eas. Pass:ive security measures have 
been ElJllong' the most successful oounter-terroris"!; wea.pons, but 
theI."e. is still room for impt't·vertl.ent. 

Strengthen coopera"cion wi th friendly intelligence 
agencies. The value of timely intelligence oannot be 
overestimated. Several countries have developed excellent 
domestic intelligence networks, but the lack of cooperation 
between these agencies limits their effectiveness. Nark toward 
the establishment of a formal mtechanism for collecting and 
disseminating intelligence data on terrorist organizations. 

t,1ainto.in special interven.tion units. and let terrorists 
know ,,,e have them. Even if t~1ey are not used, they pose a 
substantial threat that limits the terrorist's options and 
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makes him more predictable. In situations where the 
hostages is imminent, fl.') not hesitate to in'tervene. 
the motto of the British special counter-terrorist 
SAS, "Ifuo Dares Wins." 

threat tD 
To quote 
unit, the 

Openly declare the right of reprisal against states that 
support terrorism. The threat of reprisal at l~ast, raioes the 
stakes for nations -chat use political terrorism as a cheap form 
of warfare. Actual reprisal attacks must be conducted with the 
utmost constraint, t~{ing care not to spread violence to 
innocents who have no polt tical influence. Do not use 
reprisals in the Israeli fashion. The long-term deterrent 
value has been minimal, and the political costs are high. 

Terrorism will continue to be a problem for the forseeable 
future. There is little hope for curing all of the underlying 
political and oultural factors, and the only reasonable 
response is to develop a comprehensive program to aggressively 
counter terrorist violence. Ultimately, terrorism is an act of 
pclitical desperation which calls for a strong, but meas~red, 
response. The recommendations listed can form the basis for 
such a program. 
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